
Warthog Armoured All Terrain Command Variant - MoD Ref:
50487

Details
Warthog Armoured All Terrain Command Variant (CV)

The front module of Command Variant (CV)
have the same configuration as the troop
carrier variant (TCV) with same number of
crew. In the rear cabin there are four crew
seats on the left side while on the right side is
fitted with a sliding table and map board. A
lightweight field generator is fitted capable of
producing 2Kw of continuous power.

Body design - Front and rear module, high
strength steel with protection system

Performance:

Cruising Range - 400 Km
Maximum road speed - 60 Km/hr
Fuel consumption - 1.10 litres/km
Maximum gradient - 60%
Maximum side slope - 30%
Maximum vertical obstacle - 0.8M
Trench - 1.5M
Steering Radius - 10M
Front towing attachment ( max towing

load) 30 Tonnes

Govsales - Ex MoD Surplus, Ex Army Trucks, Vehicles & Equipment
Warthog Armoured All Terrain Command Variant - MoD Ref: 50487
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Rear towing pintle (max towing load) 30
Tonnes

Maximum fording depth 1.5M
Engine Type - Caterpillar C7 350 BHP, 6

cylinder, 4 stroke turbo charged
Transmission Type - Allison MD3500 fully

Automatic 6 speed
Cooling system - Liquid and air cooled

Air conditioning is provided for the front
module

A heating system is provided in the front and
rear module designed to provide heating
between 10-40 degrees

These vehicles are one of the latest tracked
armoured all terrain vehicles on the market
today and are in excellent condition with some
vehicles been reserve having never been
operated Support, training and spare parts are
available to offer the complete package These
are available and offered subject to export
licence and end user criteria

We also have available in stock the Vehicle
Recovery variant, Troop Carrier variant and
Ambulance Variant totalling 75 vehicles as well
as a full spares package

CATEGORY
Armoured Fighting Vehicles
(AFV's)

MANUFACTURER ST Kinetics

ENGINE
Caterpillar C7 350 BHP 6
Cylinder Turbo Charged

GEARBOX
Allison MD3500 fully
automatic 6 speed

STEERING Centre Point Articulation

TYRES Soucy Tracks and wheels

ELECTRICS 24 volts

L x W x H 8.60M x 2.30m x 2.90m
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DATE INTO
SERVICE

2010-2011

YEAR OF
MANUFACTURE

2010-2011

QTY AVAILABLE 13

EXPORT
REQUIREMENTS
...more

SIEL Licence Required

PRICE

All prices quoted are GBP U.K. Pounds Sterling Ex. Works excluding VAT

where applicable and shipping / associated costs. Vehicles advertised are

subject to remaining unsold. All prices quoted are based on "per individual

unit"purchased, any reductions on advertised price for multiple item orders is

subject to negotiation and is conducted at the time of inspection or provision of

LOI. For complete Terms & Conditions See Main Website. Photo's shown

above may represent a vehicle type rather than an actual vehicle, vehicles are

available serviced and painted to customers preference. An export licence may

be required for items sold to customers outside of the U.K.

Warthog Armoured All Terrain Command Variant
Govsales of Ex Military vehicles for sale, Ex Military Land

Rovers for sale, Ex army trucks for sale, MoD Surplus, Ex MoD
and NATO Disposals, Ex Military and Nato Plant and Equipment
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